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Collaboration
Goals

Create Positive Impact 

R2R's goal is to create livelihood
opportunities for some of the most
vulnerable members of our society
and do this while Upcycling various
waste materials such as fabric. If you
have various forms of waste items
(fabric, tarpaulin, etc.) we can also
explore ways to upcycle them! 

www.rags2riches.ph 

Serve your

Company's Needs 

Our Design Team and
Artisans can collaborate with
you to create products that
will fit your needs and
budget! 

Convert

Customers to

Advocates

We love sharing joyful
stories! We will celebrate and
share our collaboration with
your advocates and ours! 

http://www.rags2riches.ph/
http://www.rags2riches.ph/


Hi, Advocate!  
Thank you for exploring
collaboration possibilities with us! 

What is so special about the possibilities? Here are a few
reasons: 

1) Our artisans create our products and through making
them, they are able to provide for their families and build a
better future. 
2) We intentionally design them for you (and we can co-design
too!)
3) We can share our story together to more people - and
hopefully create even more positive impact! 

We are looking forward to collaborating with you! 

Reese, R2R Team, and Artisans 



General Information 
Lead time: 10 weeks - this gives us time to source, weave, and create joyful products for you!
However, do let us know if your dates are super specific and we’ll see how we can work things out. :) 
VAT registered - yes we are! 
Co-branding - yes we do this! 
Special customizations / your brand and ours on our labels  - yes we do this too! 
Packaging - we have basic packaging but if you have specifications, we can see if we can work these
out as well! 
Minimum order quantities - ideally 100 pieces per style to get the awesome wholesale prices!
However, we are open to discussing this as well! 
Shipping / Delivery if applicable - will be billed separately
Intellectual Property - All of the designs and information on this deck are properties of R2R / Things
That Matter. No part of this document may be distributed or reproduced for other uses without
written permission of our company. Thank you! :)



Every piece includes this bookmark
hangtag - with the signature of one of
our artisans



Standard Colors 

Other colors can be sourced upon request. As we use mostly Upcycled and Overstock

fabric, we'll try our best to source the closest match to your preference. 



Customized 
Gift Sets



Safe & Sound Care Set
Wholesale Price: Php 500

Included in the set: 

1 Face Mask 

1 Drawstring Pouch

3 Filters 

1 Sanitize Multi-Purpose Sanitizer 

1 Sanitizer Holder 

Minimum Order for Masks and Pouches with silkscreened logo (one

color) is 500 sets



Personal
Protective
Equipment 



Face Mask
Wholesale Price: Php 43.50

Reusable face mask hand-sewn by the R2R urban artisans from
their homes

Inner fabric is made with a breathable cotton blend and
contains a pocket for filters (our filters are sold separately) 

Outer fabric is made with high-grade upcycled fabric that
varies depending on the variant - Neoprene or Microfiber 

Gartered straps are manually adjustable

Minimum Order for Masks with silkscreened logo (one color) is 500

pieces



Face Mask - Indigenous
Category 1

Wholesale Price: Php 135.00

Reusable face mask hand-sewn by the R2R urban artisans

Inner fabric is made with breathable cotton blend and contains
a pocket for filters (our filters are sold separately)

Outer fabric is made with indigenous fabrics from our partner
communities

Gartered straps are manually adjustable



Face Mask - Indigenous
Category 2
Wholesale Price: Php 80.00

Reusable face mask hand-sewn by the R2R urban
artisans
Inner fabric is made with breathable cotton blend
and contains a pocket for filters (our filters are
sold separately)
Outer fabric is made with indigenous fabrics from
our partner communities
Gartered straps are manually adjustable



Face Mask 
Your Own Fabric

Wholesale Price: Php 35.00 

Reusable face mask hand-sewn by the R2R urban artisans
Outer Fabric - from your company. We recommend water
repelling fabrics like microfiber, neoprene, and the like 
Inner fabric is made with breathable cotton blend and
contains a pocket for filters (our filters are sold separately)
Gartered straps are manually adjustable



Face Mask -
Embroidered 

Wholesale Price: Php 450.00 

This face mask is made with high-grade neoprene fabric
and sewn and embroidered by the artisans
of Rags2Riches. When you buy an Embroidered Face Mask,
it includes one (1) Face Mask Pouch of the same Face Mask
color and three (3) Face Mask Filters.



At Home with R2R 



Pixel Pillows 1.0

Wholesale Price: Php 1,500

Signature R2R weave handwoven by the R2R

urban artisans

Pillow's back panel is in a solid color

Inclusive of a filler

Made with an invisible zipper to easily take out

filler and hand wash the cover

Dimensions 16" x 16"



Pixel Pillows 1.0

Do you want to customize your pillows? Click this LINK for the details, 

or email yourfriends@rags2riches.ph  

Checkered Cross Stripes Plaid

Mid-Bar Blocks Mat

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mQeqkAtKnGwlvuD3wN0noP_JagVDXA6p_KcX4KQ4CIY/edit?usp=sharing


Rugs - Assorted Colors

Wholesale Price: Php 95

Signature R2R basket weave handwoven rug, made by

the R2R urban artisans

Measurements: 13'' x 20''



William Rug - 24 x 36 inches

Wholesale Price: Php 1,729

Signature R2R basket weave handwoven rug, made by

the R2R urban artisans



William Rug - 18 x 30 inches

Wholesale Price: Php 890

Signature R2R basket weave handwoven rug, made by

the R2R urban artisans



Apron - Adult 
Wholesale Price: Php 550

Made with sturdy canvas or linen fabric and

handmade by R2R artisans

Comes with two pockets and a side towel

loop

Length: 47.5”Width: 26. 5”Arm opening:

13”Strap length: 18”



Planters 

Hand-crocheted floor planters

Small: 9'' (H) x 22 cm (D) / Php 1,650

Medium: 9'' (H) x 25 cm (D) / Php 1,980 

Large: 9'' (H) x 28 cm (D) / Php 2,200 



Square Poufs

Square floor pillow, solid or multi-colored, in
tightly hand-crocheted upcycled overstock
fabric with fiber fill stuffing 

Small: 24'' x 24'' / Php 4,990

Large: 32'' x 32'' / Php 8,900 



Round Poufs

Round pouf, solid or multi-colored, in tightly
hand-crocheted upcycled overstock fabric
with fiber fill stuffing 

Small: 8'' (H) x 20'' (D) / Php 3,200

Large: 12''(H) x 36'' (D) / Php 8,200



Cylindrical Poufs

Cylindrical pouf, solid or multi-colored, in
tightly hand-crocheted upcycled overstock
fabric with fiber fill stuffing 

16.5'' (H) x 21.5'' (D) / Php 10,980



Bags &
Accessories for
the New Normal



Sanitizer Holder / Necklace

Wholesale Price: Php 250 - 450 

Sizes and designs can be customized 



Noah Fanny Pack
Wholesale Price: Php 1,200

Signature R2R basket weave handwoven by the R2R urban artisans 

Nylon body with leather trims and zip closure 

Strap is adjustable to length for crossbody use

Fabric lining with a zip pocket

Zip closure to hold the things that matter

9" x 4" x 3.75"

Sling drop: 19.5" (longest drop)

Circumference: 30" (minimum)



Rafa Fanny Pack

Wholesale Price: Php 995

Signature R2R basket weave handwoven by the

R2R urban artisans

Nylon body with zip closure

Webbing strap is adjustable to length for

crossbody use

Fabric lining with a zip pocket

Zip closure to hold the things that matter



Kamara Bag 
Wholesale Price: Php 2,300

Front body with the signature R2R weave and two different

indigenous fabrics for the rest

Detachable and adjustable wide leather strap with an

indigenous fabric design

Exterior back pocket, fabric lining with zip pocket, and

leather trims

Measurements: 8" x 4.5" x 2.5", Strap drop: 21.5" (longest)



Cheska Wallet

Wholesale Price: Php 750

Signature R2R basket weave handwoven by the R2R

urban artisans

Detachable leather wristlet

R2R suede label embossing

Wraparound gold zipper

Cotton lining with 6 card slots, 1 wall pocket, 1 check flap,

and 1 center zip pocket

Dimensions: 4.5" x 9"



Vivian Wristlet

Wholesale Price: 

Handwoven basket weave panel by R2R urban

artisans

Authentic cowhide leather for the wristlet

Striped cotton lining

Metallic zipper closure

Dimensions: 6" x 4.5"



Gift Cards
Customized denominations
Customized unique gift codes
Comes with hand stamped envelope 



Looking for
something else? 
L E T ' S  D E S I G N  I T  T O G E T H E R !

email us at: yourfriends@rags2riches.ph 


